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1.  Introduction

During the past 30 years medical
imaging has been propelled by ad-
vances in the computational, biomed-
ical, and physical sciences. Modern
medical imaging technologies offer
unprecedented views into the human
body’s structure, function, metabo-
lism, hemodynamics, and pathology.
Our ability to generate images is much
greater than our ability to understand
and interpret them. Processing of medical
images involves image acquisition,
display, analysis, and interpretation.
Deformable body models along with
warping techniques facilitate analysis of
medical images. Deformable brain
atlases in particular are useful for analysis
and interpretation of brain scans.

Medical imaging covers numerous
areas, including image acquisition and
formation, image processing and
enhancement, segmentation, analysis,
registration, visualization, modeling,
compression, picture archiving and
communication systems, computer-aided
diagnosis, computer-aided surgery, and
on-line medical imaging. We briefly
review some of them from the point of
view of neuroimaging, and focus on four
groups of model-enhanced applications
for education, medical research,
diagnosis, and treatment. We illustrate
these applications by the systems and
technologies developed in our lab.

2.  Medical imaging

Medical imaging has come a long
way since 1895, when Roentgen
discovered X-rays and produced an
image of the bones of his wife’s hand.
Today’s medical imaging modalities
are based not only on X-rays but also
on a variety of other energy sources
including ultrasound, nuclear magnetic
resonance, radionuclides, electrons,
light, and lasers. The images obtained
are characterized by their spatial,
contrast, and temporal resolutions.
Medical imaging covers a wide range
of areas. We briefly review image
acquisition, segmentation, registration,
visualization, and modelling from the
point of view of neuroimaging.

2.1  Image acquisition
Medical imaging modalities, such

as X-rays, Computed Tomography
(CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), ultrasound (US), Single Proton
Emission CT (SPECT), and Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) provide
views of human anatomy, pathology,
and function. Conventional X-ray
images are still the most commonly
used. An X-ray is a projection image
showing the distribution of tissue
attenuation of X-rays passing through
the body. CT images show a spatial
distribution of the tissue attenuation
coefficients reconstructed mathema-

tically from multiple X-ray projections.
Conventional CT acquires projections
in parallel axial planes. Spiral CT
allows the projections to be acquired
along a spiral trajectory providing high-
resolution volumetric images. X-rays
and CT use ionizing radiation, as
opposed to MRI which is non-invasive.
MRI is based on the magnetic
resonance phenomenon and uses a
magnet and radio signals to generate
multi-modal images. Conventional
MRI studies exploit the concentration
of water protons (i.e., proton density
PD) and two relaxation times, T1 (spin-
lattice relaxation rate) and T2 (spin-
spin relaxation rate). T1-weighted
studies demonstrate normal and
abnormal anatomy particularly well.
T2-weighted studies are particularly
sensitive to the detection of patho-
logical processes. US is based on the
interaction of acoustic energy with
tissue, which provides a signal
containing information on tissue
properties. US systems vary in terms
of the range of acoustic frequencies
and energies, and beam divergence.
Low cost and real-time scanning make
US popular. SPECT is able to detect
functional and pathological changes.
It shows the distribution of injected or
inhaled radiopharmaceuticals that emit
protons upon decay. SPECT images
are reconstructed from multiple
projections, similar to CT, recorded by
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gamma cameras. PET demonstrates
glucose and oxygen consumption as well
as metabolic abnormalities. PET images
show the distribution of positron-emitting
radionuclides administered to the patient.

Vasculature can be examined by
using Digital Subtraction Angiography
(DSA), CT Angiography (CTA), MR
Angiography (MRA), and X-ray
rotational angiography. In MRA, a
variety of subtraction methods are
available to differentiate rapidly moving
protons in blood from the relatively
static protons in surrounding tissues.

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
(MRS) is a biochemical tool for the identi-
fication of variety of metabolites in tissue.
It can serve as a non-invasive tissue
biopsy. Brain connections can be traced
by Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI).

Functional neuroimaging, with
functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), PET, and magnetoencephalo-
graphy (MEG), has been used exten-

sively to identify brain regions associated
with motor, sensory, visual, auditory, and
cognitive tasks. Functional brain mapping
has tremendous potential as a tool for
basic neuroscientific investigation as well
as the diagnosis of stroke and tumors,
and presurgical planning.

2.2. Segmentation
Segmentation refers to the parti-

tioning of the image into components
that are homogeneous with respect to
some feature(s). Segmentation is an
important step in applications involving
quantitative analysis, registration, visu-
alization, compression, and computer-
aided surgery. Segmentation methods
can be broadly divided into interactive
(manual), semiautomatic, and auto-
matic, see examples in Figures 1 and
3. Segmentation algorithms operate
on the intensity or texture variations of
the image using a variety of techniques
including thresholding, region growing,

edge detection, deformable models,
pattern recognition (neural networks
and fuzzy clustering), or combination
of some of them [14], [23], [73].
Deformable models are curves or
surfaces defined within the image that
can move under the external forces
computed from the image data and the
internal forces coming within the model
itself [46]. The model is drawn towards
the edges by external forces and the
internal forces keep the model together
and restrain it from bending too much.
Deformable models, being able to
represent complex shapes and a wide
range of shape variability, overcome
many of the limitations of the traditional
low-level image segmentation techniques.

An accurate segmentation of brain
images is a challenging task. Hybrid
methods combining image-processing
and model-based techniques are
particularly effective for brain
segmentation [4], [33].

Fig. 1. Image-based and interactive segmentation of medical images: a) edge detection of T1-, T2-, and PD-weighted MR images using three different
edge detectors: Roberts, Sobel, and Canny; note that none of them is able to delineate the tumor completely; b) interactive segmentation of a brain
tumor in a 2D case; c) interactive segmentation in a 3D case by using a customized 3D contour editor.

a) b)

c)
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Image segmentation may be preceded
by image enhancement to accentuate
certain features in the image. Image
enhancement usually suppresses the
noise or increases the image contrast.

2.3. Registration
Registration, also termed as matching

or alignment, involves a spatial transfor-
mation that maps locations in one image
to their corresponding locations in another
image or model. These two images may
be acquired by different imaging
modalities, be taken for the same patient
at a different time, correspond to two
different patients, or correspond to a
patient and a model. Registration usually
involves translating, rotating, scaling, and
possible non-linear warping of one image
into the other. As the images once
registered can be compared or combined,
registration is useful for:
· model-based segmentation and labeling
· fusion of multi-modal data.

A registration process may involve up
to four components: 1) a feature space,
2) a search space of the allowed
transformations (such as rigid, affine, or
elastic), 3) a similarity or difference

measure between the matched images,
and 4) a search strategy used to determine
the transformation which maximizes the
similarity measure or minimizes the
difference measure.

There are numerous non-linear
registration methods, such as [5], [9],
[11], [12], [13], [15], [24], [88], [95],
[96], [98], [99], [100]. A general overview
of registration methods can be found in
[10], while [42] overviews medical image
registration. These methods are usually
divided into two groups: feature-based
and voxel-based. A simple feature may
be the set of corresponding points in the
registered images. These points may be
internal anatomical landmarks or external
markers attached to the patient. More
complicated features may include the
corresponding curves (such as edges,
ridges, or crest lines) or surfaces. Voxel-
based methods use the full contents of
the images and exploit features such as
grey values, correlation, and, recently
mutual information. An example of MRI
and CT registration by using a fast
maximization of mutual information
approach [99] is shown in Figure 2.

Despite their advantages and
tremendous potential, non-linear
registration methods have several
limitations that make them difficult
to use in today’s clinical setting.
Homologous landmark matching
suffers from the need for a large
number of landmarks and a
subjectivity in selecting them.
Iterative methods are often initial
guess-dependent, which may not be
acceptable in a clinical environment.
The registration accuracy of
boundary-based methods decreases
when one moves away from the
boundary. The major practical
limitation, however, is a prohibitively
large computational time required,
as compared in [68].

A practical and clinically accepted
registration method overcoming
these limitations is the Talairach
proportional grid system transfor-
mation [85]. It normalizes brains
piecewise linearly and is based on
the Talairach point landmarks: two
internal landmarks lying on the
midsagittal plane and six external
landmarks lying on the smallest
bounding box encompassing the
cortex. The Talairach transfor-
mation can be performed in real
time using hardware-assisted
texture mapping [60] or in near
real- t ime when implemented
optimally [58], [61].

The Talairach approach can
further be speeded up by using a
new, equivalent set of landmarks
[64]. These new (Talairach-
Nowinski) landmarks are defined in
a more constructive way and can be
easier identified automatically.
Figure 3 illustrates registration-based
segmentation of MR images by using
the Talairach transformation applied
to the Cerefy brain atlases. Note
that this approach is able to segment
small brain structures that are not
discernible in the image data.

Fig. 2. Registration of MRI and CT brain images in the presence of pathology: a) from left to right:
CT, MRI, and fused axial images; b) axial and coronal fused images.

a)

b)
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2.4. Visualization
CT and MRI data sets have

traditionally been interpreted and
displayed as cross-sectional images.
Recent advances in diagnostic imaging,
such as multi-detector CT, faster MRI
acquisitions, and rotational X-ray
angiography, result in the routine
acquisition of large, high-resolution
volumetric datasets the effective
interpretation of which requires the
use of volume visualization. An efficient
visualization of these datasets is also
becoming a critical step in planning and
performing therapeutic interventions.

Numerous 2D and 3D techniques
have been developed for visualization,
such as multiplanar reformatting,
maximum intensity projection, surface
rendering, and volume rendering.
Multiplanar reformatting includes ortho-
gonal, oblique, and curved reformatting.
Surface rendering requires the rendered
object(s) to be segmented first. Then
standard computer graphics techniques,
such as hidden surface removal, lighting,
and shading, are used. One of the most
popular iso-surface extraction techniques
is Marching Cubes [41]. Volume
rendering techniques, such as [18], [40]

provide direct visualization of the
complete volumetric data. Prior
segmentation is not required explicitly,
however, the color and transparency of
the image data are determined by the
transfer functions [52]. Several
approaches have been proposed to
accelerate volume rendering, including
adaptive methods, shell rendering, volume
encoding, and the most efficient
hardware-assisted 3D texture mapping
[97]. Figures 4, 5cd, and 9 show examples
of volume visualization techniques, while
multiplanar reformatting is illustrated in
Figures 7 and 10.

2.5. Human body modeling
Human body modeling provides the

means for prediction, evaluation,
simulation, validation, and for enhancing
the outcomes of diagnosis and
treatment. When models are adapted
to the patient, information that is

inherent in them is then automatically
mapped to the patient-specific data.
This is achieved via registration, which
in its simpler form is rigid and in a more
complex form is deformable.

Making maps, the collections of
which form atlases, is an ancient art-

science. The map represents, organizes,
and communicates data on the object
of interest. Throughout history man
has been producing maps of objects
around him, initially the land and sea,
later on other planets and solar sy-
stems, and most recently the human

a) b)

Fig. 3. Atlas-based segmentation. a) Gross anatomy is segmented by using the atlas in contour representation. b) The subcortical
structures are segmented on axial, coronal, sagittal, and triplanar views. The structure of interest, i.e. the nucleus centralis
magnocelluralis of the thalamus is highlighted and labeled.

a) b) c)

Fig. 4. Volume visualization: a) surface rendered skull from CT data of a car-accident victim; b) hybrid volume and surface rendering
of MRI head and the 3D atlas represented as polygonal models; c) volume rendering of cerebral angiographic data.
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genome and human brain. Numerous
types of brain atlases have been
constructed varying in the material
used as well as their functionality and
applications. A taxonomy of brain
atlases with the associated tools is
presented in [57].

Printed atlases. A number of brain
atlases have been published, such as
[16], [19], [21], [37], [47], [48], [49]. In
addition, several stereotactic brain
atlases have been constructed since
the 1950s, including [2], [3], [72], [75],
[76], [83], [84], [85], [86], [92].

Electronic stereotactic atlases.
Deformable electronic atlases over-
come several limitations of the printed
atlases and open new possibilities. In
addition to atlas warping, they offer
new features not available in printed
atlases, such as interactive labeling of
scans, flexible ways of presentation in
2D and 3D (or even in n-dimensional
space capturing dynamic changes or
multi-modal atlases), defining regions
of interest, mensuration, searching
capabilities, and integration of infor-
mation from multiple sources.

To combine the widely accepted
stereotactic printed atlases with the
capabilities offered by electronic
atlases, several printed atlases have
been converted into electronic form,
including: Schaltenbrand-Bailey atlas
[29], [34], [101]; Schaltenbrand-
Wahren atlas [32], [51], [53), [81);
Talairach-Tournoux atlas [29], [53];
Referentially Oriented Talairach-
Tournoux atlas [53]; Ono et al atlas
[54]; Afshar et al atlas [50] and Van
Buren-Borke atlas [29]. Computerized
versions of printed atlases may vary
substantially from a simple, direct
digitization of the original material to a
sophisticated, fully segmented, labeled,
enhanced, and three-dimensionally
extended deformable atlas.

Other electronic brain atlases.
Many other types of brain atlases have
been developed. They include MRI-
based atlases [30], [35], [39], [79];
cryosection-based atlases [8], [17],

[28], [89]; multi-modal Visible Human-
derived atlases [31], [77]; brain anima-
tions [82]; probabilistic anatomical
atlases [20], [44], [45], [87], [91];
surface-based atlases [93]; surface-
based probabilistic atlases [94]; and
probabilistic functional atlases
constructed from microrecordings [66].

Cerefy electronic brain atlas
database. The Cerefy electronic brain
atlas database, [54], [62], [63] contains
complementary atlases with gross
anatomy, subcortical structures, brain
connections, and sulcal patterns. It
was derived from the classic printed
brain atlases edited by Thieme:
· Atlas for Stereotaxy of the Human

Brain  by Schaltenbrand and
Wahren [76];

· Co-Planar Stereotactic Atlas of
the Human Brain by Talairach
and Tournoux [85];

· Atlas of the Cerebral Sulci by Ono,
Kubik, and Abernathey [72];

· Referentially Oriented Cerebral
MRI Anatomy: Atlas of Stereotaxic
Anatomical Correlations for Gray
and White Matter by Talairach and
Tournoux [86].

We digitized these complementary
printed atlases and then enhanced,
segmented, labeled, extended, aligned,
and organized them into atlas volumes,
Figure 5.

The anatomical index has about
1000 structures per hemisphere and
more than 400 sulcal patterns. The
electronic atlas images were pre-
labeled to speed up structure labeling
in atlas-based applications. About
17,000 labels were placed manually
for the entire Cerefy brain atlas data-
base. Three-dimensional extensions of
the atlases were also constructed. In
addition, all 2D and 3D atlases were
mutually co-registered.

The Cerefy brain atlas database is
applicable to neurosurgery [55], [56],
[60], [65]; neuroradiology [61], [63],
[67], [69]; brain mapping [59], [68];
and neuroeducation [70].

3. Model-assisted
neuroeducation

Electronic atlases are commonly used
in neuroeducation. Pioneering applica-
tions include ADAM [1], BrainStorm
[17], Digital Anatomist [82], VOXEL-
MAN [30], and several other reviewed
in [54]. Most existing electronic brain
atlases are teaching programs for
education. They are typically HyperCard
type systems, based on a collection of
planar images. The Digital Anatomist,
as opposed to 2D systems, contains
animated 3D images of the human brain.
Most of these atlases use predefined
images and fixed animations, and offer
limited visualization capabilities. Those
limitations are overcome by constructing
3D brain atlases based on radiological
images (CT, MRI) or Visible Human
Data, such as the VOXEL-MAN [30],
Anatomy Browser [25], and some other
listed in the previous section. The
limitations of these 3D atlases include
lack of registration capabilities and a
coarse anatomical parcellation of
cerebral structures.

The Cerefy Student Brain Atlas
[70] is a user-friendly application on
CD-ROM for wide use in neuroedu-
cation. It is useful for medical students,
residents, and teachers. This application
contains MRI and atlas images of gross
anatomy and related textual materials.
It also provides testing and scoring
capabilities for exam preparation, as
illustrated in Figure 6.

The Cerefy Student Brain Atlas is
a comprehensive, powerful, extensible
yet simple tool. Its novelty includes:
· atlas-assisted localization of cerebral

structures on radiological images
· atlas-assisted interactive labeling

simultaneously on axial, coronal,
and sagittal planes

· atlas-assisted testing against location
and name of cerebral structures

· saving of the labeled images suitable
for preparing teaching materials.
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 5. Cerefy electronic brain atlas database: a) 2D axial atlas image with color-coded subcortical structures and cortical areas;
b) 2D coronal contour image labeled with subcortical structures; c) 3D atlas with cortical areas, subcortical structures, and brain
connections; d) 3D atlas labeled with subcortical structures.

a) b)

Fig. 6. The Cerefy Student Brain Atlas: a) interactive labeling of brain structures on the orthogonal MRI images; b) localization
of the cerebral structure selected from the anatomical index (the thalamic dorso-medial nucleus is highlighted).
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The Cerefy Student Brain Atlas
exploits a part of the Cerefy brain atlas
database and its future versions will
include more components from this
database (including 3D models) as well
as more imaging modalities.

4.  Use of brain atlases in
medical research

The usefulness of electronic brain
atlases in medical research is growing,
particularly in medical image analysis
and human brain mapping.

4.1. Medical image analysis
The gold standard in medical image

analysis is the ANALYZE system from
the Mayo Clinic [74]. This is a powerful,
comprehensive visualization tool for
multi-dimensional display, processing,
and analysis of biomedical images from
multiple imaging modalities. To facilitate
analysis of brain images, the Cerefy
brain atlas has been integrated with
ANALYZE, Figure 7.

4.2. Human brain mapping
Human brain mapping has tremen-

dous potential as a tool for basic neuro-
scientific investigation. Its goal for the
normal human brain is to clarify how the
brain works in general rather than for
any particular individual. Human brain
mapping studies are based on behavioral
conditions. A subject performs a task
while his or her brain is imaged. The
human brain varies across subjects and
no single study can fully characterize a
mental operation and its location in the
population. Therefore, processes of
knowledge discovery require combining
studies from various sources. To
compare individual brains, it is necessary
to: (i) establish a standard, reference
brain representation into which the results
will be transformed; (ii) determine a
transformation warping one brain into
the standard reference brain; (iii)
establish a coordinate system for
specifying positions within the brain.

There are numerous software
packages for functional image
generation as reviewed in [26], [59].
None of them, however, provides
atlas-assisted analysis of functional
images. BrainMap [22] and the  Brain
Atlas for Functional Imaging [59]
allow for labeling of functional
images. BrainMap is an Internet
application that does not provide
direct access to the atlas. The
definition of activation locus and its
labeling are separated, and the
information about the activation
regions is lost during labeling. To
label loci located beyond the atlas
structures, BrainMap uses a so-
called Talairach Daemon [38] that
looks for the cortical area closest to
the activation locus, and the label of
this cortical area is assigned to the
locus. The  Brain Atlas for Functional
Imaging provides direct access to the
atlas and the user can display the
activation regions superimposed on the
atlas, and place and edit the marks
corresponding to activation regions to
have them labelable.

Besides providing labeling, the Brain
Atlas for Functional Imaging has
numerous features supporting
localization analysis of functional
images. None of the existing software
packages for functional image
generation contains the Talairach-
Tournoux atlas, which is the gold
standard in human brain mapping
research. In addition, it provides
numerous functions such as fast data
normalization, readout of the Talairach
coordinates, and data-atlas display. It
has also several unique features
including interactive warping,
facilitating fine tuning of the data-to-
atlas fit, backtracking mechanism
compensating for missing Talairach
landmarks and enhancing the outcome
of the overall process of data analysis,
multi-atlas multi-label labeling, naviga-
tion on the triplanar formed by the data
and the atlas, multiple-images-in-one
display with atlas-anatomy-function
blending, loci editing in terms of content
and placement, fast locus-controlled
generation of results, and reading and
saving of the loci list, see Figure 8.

Fig. 7. The Cerefy atlas inside Mayo’s ANALYZE. The Talairach grid is displayed allowing the user
to warp interactively the atlas against the data by using the Talairach transformation.
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5.  Model-enhanced diagnosis

Early studies showed a considerable
optimism regarding the capabilities of
computers and artificial intelligence to
automatically generate complete diag-
nosis. From several categories of sy-
stems, such as fully automatic computer
diagnosis, interactive computer diagnosis,
and computer-supported diagnosis, only
the last has survived. Currently, it
generally understood is that the computer
should provide a physician with the
necessary information to make a diag-
nosis rather than to act as a diagnostician.

To our best knowledge, the only
model-enhanced application for neuro-
radiology used globally is our Internet-
enabled Cerefy Neuroradiology
Atlas [69].This application assists the
neuroradiologist in speeding up scan
interpretation by rapid labeling of
morphological and/or functional scans,
displaying the underlying anatomy for
functional studies, and facilitating multi-
modal fusion.

The understanding of underlying
anatomy in the scan is easy for a
neuroradiologist, but communicating
this knowledge to others may be tedious
and time-consuming. The Cerefy

Neuroradiology Atlas which contains
a deformable and labeled atlas is well
suited for an efficient transfer of this
knowledge to other clinicians, such as
neurosurgeons, neurologists, referring
physicians, and to medical students. It
allows the neuroradiologist to annotate
the scan with text, regions of interest
and measured distances, and then label
the structures of interest. The anno-
tated and labeled scan can be saved in
Dicom and/or XML formats, giving
the neuroradiologist the possibility to
store the atlas-enhanced scan in a
PACS and to use it in web-enabled
applications. In this way, the scan
interpretation done by the neuro-
radiologist can easily be communicated
to other clinicians and medical students.
As illustrated in [63], [67], the
advantages of the use of brain atlases
in neuroradiology include:
· reduced time in image interpretation

by providing interactive multiple
labeling, triplanar display, higher
parcellation than the scan itself, multi-
modal fusion, and display of under-
lying anatomy for functional images;

· facility to communicate information
about the interpreted scans from
the neuroradiologist to other clini-
cians and medical students;

· increased neuroradiologist confi-
dence in terms of anatomy and
spatial relationships by providing
interactive multiple labeling of the
scan on the orthogonal planes and
triplanar display with one plane
from the scan and the other two
from the atlas;

· potentially reduced cost by providing
some information from mutually co-
registered atlases which otherwise
has to be acquired from other
modalities;

· reduced time in learning neuro-
anatomy and scan interpretation by
providing 3D and triplanar displays
and labeling of multi-modal scans.

6.  Model-enhanced
neurosurgery

The successful use of flight simula-
tors has inspired their application to
surgical training and planning.
Advances in computer graphics, tissue
modeling, haptic instrumentation, and
computer capabilities have enabled the
development of computer-based sur-
gical simulators. Before performing a
neurosurgical procedure on a real
patient, the neurosurgeon is able to
practice on high-fidelity computer
models of patient-specific data to
simulate the intervention. In this way,
safer and more effective surgical
approaches can be planned, requiring
less time in an operating room.

Computer-based surgical simulation
is useful for education, training, pre-
operative planning, and skill assess-
ment. Virtual reality-based surgical
simulators only recently have become
available due to the complexity of
anatomy and the demanding perfor-
mance to interact directly with volu-
metric, usually multi-modal, images. A
virtual reality simulator should be able
to simulate surgical procedures, such
as cutting, drilling, grasping, sucking,
suturing, and knot tying. Requirements
for this type of simulator include: real-

Fig. 8. The Brain Atlas for Functional Imaging. The MRI anatomical dataset
is fused with a color-coded functional dataset. The region of the tumor is labeled
by using the atlas.
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time interaction; realism to represent
the accurate and detailed shape of
patient’s organ; quantitative deforma-
tion; haptic feedback; and simulation
of a variety of surgical operations.

Two types of models are used in
computer-aided systems for brain
intervention:
· those directly derived from patient-

specific data by using segmentation
and modeling techniques

· pre-defined ones, such as brain
atlases, which are matched to the
patient-specific data by using
registration techniques.
The first type of model is used in our

two applications, VIVIAN and
NeuroCath . The second type of model
is used particularly in stereotactic and
functional neurosurgery systems.

VIVIAN, or Virtual Intracranial
Visualization And Navigation [36], is a
system developed for preoperative
neurosurgical planning and simulation. It
is used to plan complicated cases such as
tumor resection in the skull base region,
vascular malformation, and
separations of craniopagus twins.
By using 3D, two-hand intuitive inter-
action, the neurosurgeon interacts
with multi-modal images of a patient’s

skull, brain, tumor, and blood vessels
fused together and displayed as a single
3D virtual object. The surgeon simulates
bone and tissue removal in the image to
plan the optimal entry path for tumor
resection. VIVIAN  provides 3D
interactive segmentation tools to extract
and model critical objects of a patient’s
anatomy and pathology.

NeuroCath  is a computer environ-
ment for planning interventional neuro-
radiology procedures [71]. It supports
the extraction of vasculature from
patient-specific data, models the physi-
cal behaviors between the interventional
devices and cerebral vasculature, and
provides the tactile apparatus that gives
the clinician the sense of touch during
intervention planning and training, as
shown in Figure 9.

The first stereotactic brain atlases in
printed form, such as [75], [84], were
constructed in the 1950s. It took about
two decades to make the first brain
atlases in electronic form available in
clinical settings [7]. After another two
decades, at the end of the 1990s, electronic
brain atlases have become commonplace
in stereotactic and functional
neurosurgery [29], [60], [66].

Our Cerefy brain atlas database
[54], [62], [63] has become the standard
in stereotactic and functional neuro-
surgery. It  has already been
integrated with major image guided
surgery systems including the
StealthStation (Medtronic/Sofamor-
Danek), Target (BrainLab),
SurgiPlan (Elekta), SNN 3 Image
Guided Surgery System (Surgical
Navigation Network), and a neuro-
surgical robot NeuroMate (Inte-
grated Surgical Systems). One of
the simplest atlas-assisted approaches
is to use  The Electronic Clinical
Brain Atlas on CD-ROM [53]. It
allows individualized atlases to be
generated without loading the patient-
specific data. This is useful for
anatomical targeting. The planning
procedure for stereotactic and
functional neurosurgery by using this
CD-ROM was proposed in [56]. The
atlas is conformed to the patient’s scan
by means of a 2D local deformation
done by matching the atlas’ rectangular
region of interest to the corresponding
data region of interest.

The NeuroPlanner  is another
application developed by us for
stereotactic and functional neuro-
surgery, as illustrated in Figure 10.

Fig.  9. Interventional neuroradiology simulation: subsequent stages of interventional device navigation. The interventional neuroradiologist
can interactively insert the guidewire and the catheter, and manipulate the cerebral vascular model along with the interventional devices
by rotating and zooming them.
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It supports preoperative planning
and training, intraoperative procedures,
and postoperative follow-up [60]. It
comprises mutually co-registered
atlases from the Cerefy brain atlas
database including their 3D extensions
[54]. The NeuroPlanner provides four
groups of functions: data-related (data
interpolation, reformatting, image
processing); atlas-related (atlas-to-
data interactive 3D warping, 2D and
3D interactive multiple labeling); atlas-
data exploration-related (interaction in
three orthogonal and one 3D views,
continuous data-atlas exploration); and
neurosurgery-related (targeting, path
planning, mensuration, simulating the
insertion of a microelectrode, simulating
therapeutic lesioning). The advantages
of using the Cerefy brain atlases for
stereotactic and functional neuro-
surgery are summarized in [62].

The BrainBench [80] is a virtual
reality-based surgical planning system
for stereotactic frame neurosurgery.
It contains a suite of neurosurgery
supporting tools and the Cerefy brain
atlas. The BrainBench helps the neuro-
surgeon to prepare faster plans; have
more accurate anatomical targeting;
improve the avoidance of critical
structures; have fewer sub-optimal
frame attachments and speedier, more
effective planning and training.

Our recent development in func-
tional neurosurgery is a probabilistic
functional atlas constructed from
microrecordings collected during the
treatment of hundreds of Parkinson’s
disease patients. This atlas along with
the method for its generation will be
delivered to the neurosurgeons via an
Internet portal [66].
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